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of involvement

and democracy.

Pi baggrund af en gentolkning
af den Tocquevillianske
hypotese om aammenhaxgen
mellem frivillige foreninger
og demokrati og en gennemgang
af nogle af de vigtige soctale
og pohtrske forandringer, der bar fundet sted, og som antages at pBvirke org;LnIsa~~oncrne~
demokratiske
rolle, opstilles der nogle modeller for forholdet mellem pi den ene side
foreningsdeltagelse,
deltagelse i sociale netvzrk og social refleksivitet
og pi den andcn
side demokratisk
mobilisering
og socialisation.
Modellerne
afproves pi to datasrut: Den
Europaeiske Vaxdiundersagelse
og Medborgerunders@gelsen.
Analysen viser, at det ikke se
meget er selve foreningsdeltagelsen,
som det er den sociale deltagelse i almindelighed,
der
bar betydning,
og at betydningen
af organisationemes
inteme effekter p6 demokratiet
kan
vzre aftagende.
Organisationsmedlemsskabet
er ganske vist fortsat stigende, men der er 1
stadig hgjere grad tale om et passivt medlemsskab.
Analysen afkrzfter
ikke den
Tocquevillianske
hypotese men peger dels i retning af en bredere tolkning, end det er
ahnindeligt,
og dels pi behovet for at inddrage social refleksivitet
i videre analyser.

1. Introduction

“Ln fact,

1myself have been active tn rn~tratmg a debate among the members

structure

and democracy...But

verge

of decoding

“This

I cannot accept”.

II ts a drlemma.

something

that is really wrong.

(Svend Jensen, Presrdent ofthe

This statement
demands

many voluntary

associations

voluntary

associations

The link between
societies

in developing

political

function

questioned,
political

as vehrcles

for democracy

assiciatrons

and democracy

obstacles

in pobtical

voluntary

understanding

the individuals

in the

assocrations

If these assocrations

associations,

still play a significant

strong

and voluntary

parts of society.

between

a pro-

of the role of

has been particular

movements

different

organizations

and if they have

and the state, it can be

role as carriers

of a democratic

science

assoctations

have a heritage

affairs.

a democratic

emphasis

Assocratrons
Bt Cohen

Accordmg
culture

society

offenng

to Tocquevtlle

where the prrorrty

book Dc~roc~r~v

as carriers

associatrons
of common

of group Interests.

ot

science,
organrzaot

of tndivrdual

freedom

be reduced

socral

\~Iues

matters

to be ac~r\ely

for susta~mng
could be preserved.

to

or rhe

approach

.rre dr\cus\ed

They connect

a possibthty

thus was a precondttron

~1 .-~~rc,rrccr ( I X30-

cannot

ln the Toquevrlltm

places’ where common

indrvrduals

I

as soci~~l

1964). In polrtrcal

are the ‘macro pillarh’ of democracy.

1991:230)

seen

the processes

(Dahl 1956).

on assocratrons

‘publrc meeting

been

forces: as mtermedrary

to voluntary

as canters

have

of the

in sociology

and the state they help the processes

in society

approach

were regarded

nerther

they counteract

(Durkherm

in Alexis de Toqueville’s

the Toquevtllian

stress on assoctations

upon.

associations
individuals

of individuals

of interests

are first and foremost

‘crtoyen’ (Arraro

sociology,

bodres between
of modern

associations

were seen as expressions

have not been dominant

have been seen as polificul integrating

the sociologrcal

and acted

In mainstream

and aggregation

However,

and J.J. Rousseau

good”. Associauons

these positions

the individual/groups

Both positions

political

However,

as intermediary

assoctations

4011966).

of James Madrson

and individualization

between

articulation

public

writings

science.

forces:

fragmentation

either

and
but m

is challenged.

than membership-based

to reach “the common

and the particular.

integrating

tions

role of popular

and integrating

enterprises

these associations

In the early political

nor

our general

in society

democracy

of efficiency

of government.

based m two parts of the orgamzauon

Consequently

due to the strong

demands

dilemma

33 2.96)

culture.

as potential
private

part

as intermediary

whether

between

voluntary

more as professional

lost their autonomy

in many associations

this split IS structurally

part and a membership

.rbour

r’r on the

of the Bhnd. m PolrriL~

One might argue that this is a classical

fessional

Scandinavian

tn the associatron

Then 1~111 have the rrght IO say.

Damsh Association

reflects the contradiction

of democracy.

if someone

‘homrne

dnd

mvol\rd

and developrn~

rn

In the ftrst scctton of this paper we will try to reinterpret
associattons and democracy in the Toquevillian

the relation

between

voluntary

tradition. In the next section we will give a brief

account of some of the changes which have taken place in the relatton between associations and
soctety. On this background
associations
in Denmark

tn Denmark.

tn 1990. the international

Riis 1992; Andersen

2. Voluntary

some hypotheses

on the democratic

effects of

value project and the project of citizenship

(Gundelach

&

et al. 1993, Andersen & Torpe 1994).

associations

In the Toquevillian
protect

we will formulate

These hypotheses will be tested on data from two surveys conducted

and democracy.

A reinterpretation

of the Toquevillian

hypothesis.

tradition associations are perceived to play double role. On the one hand they

the autonomy

of the individual

against the state, on the other “they prepare private

indivtduals for the exercise of public power” (Arrato & Cohen
can play the role both as a “buffer”

1992: 230). Thus an associations

and as a “mover”. In these capacities they fill out the space

between the private part of the civil society and the state.
An association can be viewed both as a social organization

and as a political organization.

the one hand as an assembly of individuals with common social characteristica.
as an organization

or community,

where “individuals try to solve their common problems through

common political structures” (Easton & Hess 1962: 233). Three features characterize
community

(Bang & Dyhrberg

- a political

community

- a political

is defined

as the relations

political

with a “sense of political

community

community

a political

1995):

between

individuals

structure, where there exist a division of labour. Consequently
be identified

On

On the other hand

community”

is often identified

is not exclusively

within

a political community

(Easton

a political
must not

1965).

with the state community.

tied to a geographical

but the conception

of

area or to the nation state. A

voluntary association is also a common political structure “where people meet to solve their
common

problems”.

-the sense of political community
or put in another way: Political

In this context
Solidarity

must be distinguished from the sense of social community.
solidartty is not the same as social solidarity.

we will use the term solidarity

as synonymous

can be defined as “a feeling of connections

“one of us” (Cooke

whereby

with a sense of community.

other human beings are seen as

1995). But what does it mean to be seen as “one of us”? And on what basis

ts soltdartty generated?
“To be one of us” can have a social meaning as feelings of mutual care and concern, but it can
also have a political

meaning as common

beliefs and goals. or as the common

recognition

of

everybody’s
memngs

right

elaborated

to be different

find the reaon

we

a very helpful

typology

three types of sohdanty:

A&rive

soldari~

of intimate

comes

Convenrional
concerns

(Dean

uniting

(Dean 1995:

is a type of solidarity

On the other hand it “refers

struggle

or endeavour”

is an appeal to the same experiences
may have

where relations

individuals

recognize

are based on conventional

didwiry

is neither

responsibility”

character.

and particular,

surpassing

solidarity

based on personal

other persons

(Dean

Dean makes

a distinction

institutionalized
reflexive

between

to respecr for difference

to the readiness

of individuals
prototype

solidarity,

Involved

to “take

is the democratic

the goals and beliefs
among

m which bonds

nor the same experiences
engendered

is “generalired

of

expectanon

of

reciprocity”:

this difference

we

as part of the

of reflexive

sohdarity.

The first one

rr~st in each other. The second one

responsibillp
where

the

to the

199.5: 137-133).

two dimensions

of communities,

Ln contrast

is the ossociarion.

relationships

but we also understand

and mutual

In a
“from

(p. 115). The

the actual interconnections

1995: 132). The key word

in their difference,

and

and values

develops

of such groups or communities

very basis of what it means to be one of “us” (Dean

connected

solldarlty.

Interests

of group5
sohdarity

those who are “like us”. Instead It is based on “our communicatively
the other’s

of affective

out of common

impersonal

are both primary

prototype

out

of those who are “like us”, although

a quite

“serve as mediation

(p. 115). The institutionalized

Reflexive

It “grows

each to the other I a

beliefs or goals which unite people in memberstup”

members

of these groups

members”
between

among

type of solidarity,

of members

solldarlty.

to a sense of “we-ness”

to common

affective

grows

(p. 115). In both cases conventional

appeal to solidarity
relations

social

of “Gememschaft”.

that

a shared adherence

actual

Dran drbcrlheb

of solldanty.

15 a prototype

conception

( 1995)ha\

solldarirlty.’

and the bond unmng

115).The/a&y

In these dlflrrent
Jody Dun

1995: 115). On the one hand it “arises out of the shared tradltlons

a group”.

common

meanqs

to what so far has. been called

rather close to Tonme’s

solidarity

potenrlal\
solldarlr>

and reflexive

of love and friendstup”

“feeling of care and concern”

human

the different

conventional

corresponds

theu

and political

wcul

to capture

Affective,

relationships

This defimtion

and to develop

for dtssocluung

bonds

for their
between

public sphere and the Institutions

shared

IS

relatlonship”.

individuals

IS

connected
The

are based

on

that support and guarantee

public discourse
Althoug
communities,
distinction

both the democratic
they are characterized
between

apoiirical

public

sphere

and the abboclatlons

by two different

can be blewed

types of solldurlry.

Hrnce.

as pollt~cal

we can nlahe Lo

conmmunrr~ O~C~IIXVI.Twhere the mtemdl relatlons are characrerlzrd

by norms of generalrzed
characterized

reciprocity

by shared beliefs

The basic premises
called

for a political

“the fact of pluralism”.

beliefs

and goals.

different

religious

On the contrary,
and political

substantial

principles

are able to find support
principle

Although,

of citizens

socreties

are what John Rawls

are not communities

they include

doctrines.

a variety

centered

of ethnic

guarantee

among

it is difficult
rights,

e.g. principles

all groups

among

In contrast

things

it is important

difference,

for instance

community

ofcitizens

in their different

can develop.

is the main pillar in a political
might disseminate

to other spheres

other types of bonds between
The difference
is shown

individuals

between
in Figure

and different

“generalized

IF pnmanly

In that respect modem

reciprocity”

to
it is

and groups in their
that a political

or “reflexive

solidarity”

“reflexive

solidarity”

other types of relations

community

of members

1 in an ideal type way. Different
leads to different

recognmon

whereas m the modern

based upon a “mutual

to each other to da) (Forst

of individuals

From this sphere

of society embracing

a political

of “mutual advamape”.

mdlwduals

are required

First of all because

and leading to

individuals.

type of relations

recogmtmn

measures

in what is “a good society”,

of citizens.

the

ideas of a good society and

substantial

the recognition

In the ciass~cal hberal theortes of contract the common
upon tbe maurns

between

because

beliefs

Accordingly

community

and thus to become

to stick to this distinction.

not through shared goals and beliefs but through

to

of justice

making.2

a strict borderline

other

wtth

These are the moral

and equality.

in society

and decision

common

groupings

that values cannot be

principles.

of freedom

and individuals

discourse

to establish

rights, nevertheless

are

(1993) has

around

and social

This does not mean, however.

soctety must rely on some common
of justice,

of democratic

of individual

citizens

where the internal relations

ideas or beliefs as to what is “a good life” or and “a good society”, principles

regulating

ideas

community

Modem

shared. In fact, a democratic
and procedural

and a co~rrnunif~ ofnrernhcrs

and goals.

understandmg”

4

community

status

types of bonds between

uf freedom

and equahty

of the fatr terms of corporation
democraw

of

and role of
individuals.

IS prtmanly

hberal verston of John Rawls (1993)

liberal and modem repubhcan/dicurwe

199.5).

and a political
boundaries,

based

the common

between different

posittons seem to come close

We shall now return to the Tocquevillian
voluntary

associations

exclusively

related

Toqueville

and democracy.

to voluntary

1994/1966).

meanmg

are seen as the organizing

attention

associations

look

of the Impact

at this thesis

but to participation

Rather than a thesis of the democratic

It is a thesis of the democrattc
often

theses

insplred

A closer

of cavil society.

principle

has been paid to voluntary

associations

m

that it wan not

m crvil socrery m general

meaning

However,

of civil society,

of p~rcipatlon

show5

(de

of voluntary

;Ijsoclatlons,

since voluntary

asboclations

there are good reasons

when discussing

why special

poht~cai participation

and

democracy.
Very

strong

arguments

between voluntary

arguments.

However,

was mentioned.

activities

of interest

political

and democracy,

counter

Rousseau

segmentation

can be put forward

associations

arguments

Parallel

groups

have been

in society leaving less space for public dialogue

an exclusive

times,

and consensus

of J.J.

where

fragmentanon
building

have counteracted

the
and

In modem
democracy.

and parues where the “us Identity” has hdd

character.

However,

this is not the dominant

On the contrary

picture

associations

of the role of assoclatlons

are seen

with the reflexive type of solidarity

citizens.

relation

the position

in recent
of greater

as to how associations
movements

Earlier

articulated

have been seen as manifestations

This is for instance the case in totalitarian

accordance

of the thesis of a positive

can also be produced.

views

history one can also find examples

societies.

in favour

and later on we shall take a closer look at these

Based on the concepts

developed

as follows:

Through

participation

conventional

sohdanty

can be transformed

to promote

in modem

an rnclusive

we have seen as the prototype

m Figure

I the Toquevtlllan

m ahsoclations

a more

tn

In a comrnunlty

of

thesis can be formulated

hmned

into an all-embracing

democratic

“us identity”

and exclu>~~r

and inclusl\e

type

of

type of reflexl\e

sohdanty.
Especially
between

m America

a harmonious

firm behefh in ethic values

democratic

norms,

has been regarded

1991). Also in the Scandinavian
creation

and maintenance

as a dominant

countries

of democratic

coeslbtence

of “the good

voluntary
stability

betw rrn

Ilfe”/“thr
feature

a5hoc‘iat1onL and dcmocra;!,

good SOCICI]~”and
in the

&soclatlons

pol~r~cal

firm

culture

hcl~ci~

ha\pe been given credit

and the development

of the welfare

m

(Wuthnoh
for

the

state. Thus

the Toquevllllm

confirmed

inspired

a thesis on the democratic

by historical

expertence.

Moreover,

vestigation\

of the political

culture

mond’Verba

1963, Wuthnow

1991, Putnam

II 1s no exaggeration

civtlrsrng

effects of assocrations

the thests has been supported

rn drfferent

countrres

at different

between

associations

book of Putnam

the number

Putnam

articulation

of associations

between

The external

of democracy

external

effects

and aggregation

of interests.

(Dahl

and

are related

the one hand mobilization
resources.

articulate

internal

democratic

effects,

effects

of associations

in the processes

of associations

on which

of associations.

mobilization

includes

the process

of

in pluralistic

we will concentrate

These effects

will enable

two elements.

of organization

implies a mobilization

resources

The second

element

associations

(Almond

& Verba

1993). Basically

The

of a civic

in this

can be attached

to on

of collective

individuals

One is connected

collective
resources.

to protect

to control over

resources

are developed.

Hence it is hypothesized

their autonomy

and help them to

their interests.

voluntary

-

an indicator

to the role of associations

198 1). The internal

Through

an organization

that collective

has been

of this is the

and on the other hand socialization.

The thesis of democraric

Forming

in itself becomes

This is the key-feature

paper, are related to the effects on members

collechve

An example

1993:91).

distinguish

(1993:89-90).

theories

in which

in-

of time (Al-

and democracy

theses within the studies of political culture.

(Putnam

periods

1993).

IO state that the relation

one of the most undisputed

community

seems to be

by concrete

is connected

1963, Petersson

the argument

organizational

associations

to political

are seen as vehicles
eta].

1989, Parry eta].

is also

will become

Membership

participation

in

et.&

1993, Putnam

and empowerment:

of polifization.

a process

and activity

in the wider community

1992, Andersen

is both one of the politization

process

individuals

parricipnfion.

for political

aware of their interests

Through

membership

of

and values and to which degree

these are shared with other people. By the means of organization

individuals

are lead into the

public life.

-

The organizational
associations

process

act as “secondary

and public policies.

private authorrues

citizens”

matters,

and c) that memhers

In modem

1993) trying to influence

of associations

between the individual

ahout common

of emponerntent.

(Schmrtter

In this way members

process of mediation
hy associations

is also a process

also become

societies

agents of politics.

and the state means a) that members

b) that members

will be activated

most

the public agenda
The

are informed

wjill get in touch with public and

and motivated

to participate

in public

politics

The thesis
voluntary

of demncruric
associations

socialmtrinn

is connected

create habits of co-orporation

6

to the political
among

culture.

their members,

It is argued

that

a sense of concern

for public

affairs

soclalisation
uffirs”

and a sense of mutual

will be examined

re\pecr

(Putn.un

199?)

The these\ 01

“0 J(‘,I.\P (I/ cc,n‘C’rr, &Jr plrhlrc

namely

and “~ncrunl ncceprr~~cr”.

For the thesis
there exist

of democratic

internal

autonomous

soclallsation

democratic

or at least relative

thesis of democratic

one condltlon

structures

and practlbes

autonomou\

posItions

As organizations

formed around common

based on values (Gundelach

distinction

can be made between

based on political
be identified.
formed

seems to be essrnt~al,

I” the absoclauons.

m relation

namei!

In a slmllar

that
way.

to the state 1s essential

for the

mobilization.

beliefs and goals. we can make a distmction
tions

Jnd acceptance

along two dlmcn\lons.

1995).

between

Individuals

assoclatlons

based

based on hwawr~rcrrim

Besides these groups of assoclatlons

~&es.

who hhae

the hame

bused on I~IIPIESISand assocla-

associations

Among

associations

It is a group of assoclatlons

on a particular

actlvltles
between

on values

wlues

a funher

and assoclat1ons

another group of associations

can

which are neither interest based nor value based but are

hobby or a form of recreation.

These associations

are called leisure

rime

associations.
As the thesis of the relation
meaning,
from

encompassing

the further

participation

between

all democratic

investigation.

in different

associations

associations.

Instead

we will

types of associations

and democracy

has been given a general

we will not exclude
examine

to what

are connected

any of these associations
extent

membership

and

to democratic

mobilization

and

socialization.

3. Social
Much

Changes

of the common

associations
century.
space:

They

social

changes

of a social

society

which

need to be revised.

associations

development

in parts of Western

have taken place

originates

Durkhelm

that related
Europe

during

associations.

related to other social changes

here we will mainly Illustrate changes

four

in the 18th

to a certam

and The Cmted

more than

The proce\ses

from the Ideas on

and other scholars

In this section we will briefly consider

for the voluntary

and are strongly

the state.However.
during

modem

of voluntary
by Tocqueville,

were interpretations

of vital importance
decades

understanding

were produced

the emerging

enormous
theories

which

time and

States. The

100 years mean that the
social

changes

which are

of change hdve taken places o\er

- ehpeclally

changes

which have become

m the functlon$
pan~culsr

of

mponanr

the ldst decades.

3.1 The Organizations
The field of voluntary

ahboc1at1on\

One of the results of the increased

IS chdrdcterlred
dlfierenrl.mon

degree of dlverslty

among

the voluntary

sorts of objectives,

all sorts of members

b) dluerbllic&on
In

\OCIC~!

IS a

a< well dh htsblllt>
hl_rh and probdbl)

assoclatlonb.

There are voluntary

and ulth

all sorts of orgamzarlonai

mcrrdslng

assoclatlons
structure>.

w.lth all
Some

as~ctattons

are local vvhtlc others are tnternational.

others are broad and open IO evecbody
dtfferenttated

some are very specific

The most general characteristic

and closed. while

of this field is that it is

mto a large number of dtfferent types of associations and there are tendencies that

thts differentiatton

is increasing. One example

sports create new voluntary

associations.

is new sports associations

Another example

where trendy types of

is the increase in self help groups

where people with social problems meet for mutual support. This diversity.
question of whether it is meaningful

of course, raises the

to consider voluntary associations as a smgle category. This

IS done in most of the literature and can be defended with the fact that voluntary
spite of their diversity,
enormously)

are considered

with an organization

are related

instruments

for achieving

objectives

These characteristtcs

associations

mean that it is meaningful

to consider

The theoretical

the field of voluntary

argument is supported by the fact that in spite of their diversity the persistence
is striking.

Compared

IO business organizations

seem to live longer and be more stable. Many associations

the voluntary

associations

are more than a hundred years old.

They have been ahle to influence society but also adjust to massive social changes (Molin,
this has been possible through a transformation

changing

who

has some kind of

as a general phenomenon.

of the associations

Often

in

may vary

as a tool. A voluntary association consists of participants

to one another in some kind of structure and the organization

boundary

associations.
(which

1995).

of the goals of the associations

to fit

social conditions.

These changes in the field of voluntary association have been going on for decades. If we look
at the individual
and functioning
relations
First,
voluntary

associations more recently there have been several changes in the organization
of these associations.

to the government

The changes may be summarized

it should be noted that in Denmark
associations

and argued

the relation

has always been characterized

for some kind of direct or indirect

Scandinavian

between

and the state sector (Selle & 0ymyr

financial

1995). In spite of this it has been part of the self-understandof the government

and that this

element in their functioning.

in recent years the relations to the government

have become much stronger and
on the state.

assocratmns have been invited to take over tasks which earlier were taken care of

hy the government.
government

The

nearness between the voluntary

more parts of the functioning of the voluntary associations have become dependent
The voluntary

and the

friendly relations

support from the government’.

ing of many voluntary associations that they were independent

However,

the government

by stable and relatively

countries are characterized by a peculiar ideological

was an important

as 1) new types of

2) changing roles of members and 3) internal differentiation.

for instance

tn parts of welfare

production.

One

agreed * tth the Damsh Red Cross to leave the implementation

example

is that the

of several welfare

pohcies

IO the voluntary

sports assoclallons
Another
Increased

associations’.

important

element

its subsidies

committed

Another

to help the integration

example

is the government’s

attempt to Influence

of Immigrants.

in the recent development

IO several voluntary

associations.

is that the government

ha5 strongly

because the stateha>

This has happened

itself to spent part of its revenue from the state lottery on the actlvnies

of the voluntary

associations.
The increased

role of the voluntary

associations

and the Increased

the voluntary

associations

can to some degree be explamed

civil

rather

the state.

society

associations

than

are able to perform

The argument

certain welfare

penetration

with an ideology

is that private

activities

of the state Into

of strengthenmg

compames

in a more efficient

the

and voluntaq

way that the public

agencies.
It has been argued that the increased
with

their

ability

to hide

government

take

a social

association

problem

will be diminished.
but the government

associations

produce

No matter

but symbols

associations

solve

problems

better

explanations

are clues to an understanding

association

also can be explamed

is impossible

system

association

explanation
than

state

1989).

The

to a voluntary

the political

pressure

for

is being done about the

for the actual carrying
and illusions

(Seibel

and delegates

can state that something

is not responsible

this more cynical

social

solving

in a voluntary

The government

not solutions

whether

on voluntary

out of the public

to take care of it. Once located

efficiency
problem

emphasis

the fact that problem

out of the policies.

The

of solutions.

or the more
agencies)

of the government

optimistic

(that voluntary

are the more
increased

interest

correct

these

in voluntary

association.
To illustrate

this development

The table shows

Table 1 shows the recent development

the funds and the number

of members

1993. While the funds have tripled the number of members
number.

In these figures are not included the public financing

Red Cross

operates

Danish government
from the government.

by contract

from the Government.

in the Danish Red Cross.

in the Danish

Red Cross in 1981 and

have been reduced

to 213 of the 198

of refuge-centres

which the Danish

The funding

1.200 millions in 1993. 57 pet. of the 358 millions

of these centres

1

COSI the

in the 1993 accounts

came

l‘ahle I. Funds and memhership in Danish Red Cross 1981 and 1993

Membership

Funds
Millions

Index

Number

Index

1981

68

I00

I ‘O.ooo

I00

1993

358

319

7o.ooo

63

Nore:

The 1993 figure for funds corresponds 10 217 millions in 1981 prices. The. Index compares the development
I” 1981 prices.

Source Remdtson 1995

Of course. the negative correlation
are examples

of voluntary

are reasons for assuming
organization

Thus,

need not be causal

and there

does not exist at all. However,

there

us that major changes

in an organization’s

environment

will affect

processes.
the changing

relation

change the organizational

to the government

structure

public agencies.
This changing

the changing

of good

relations

as the dominant

oriented

the internal

and it becomes

developments

producing

distinguishable

The

association
part of the

on efficiency

part of the association

less clearly

to the

differentiation.

in the voluntary

with emphasis

This

tend to

of the associations.

parts. The service

like a company

to the government.
norm

which

One important

for the two other important

may tend to create a division

part and a membership

other factors
associations.

on terms that are similar

and efficiency

role of the members

will be run by professionals

accountability

has to function

for accountability

on accountability

into a service producing

maintenance

of the voluntary

relation to the state has consequences
associations:

emphasis

associations

association

There is a demand

in the voluntary

is one among

and functioning

is that the voluntary

consequence

increased

funds and membership

where this correlation

that at least to some extent there is some kind of causal relation because

theory teaches

its internal

between

associations

and the
will have

from public

agencies.
The results
motlvatlon
becoming

of the increased

of the participants,
under pressure

The consequence

for the ;o\emance
B decreJ<e

resources

for accountability

and member

of such fallmg support

and the decreased

of the association

to have a business

processes

is that more decisions

in general

are

like organizations.
are

have less importance

of such development

one should expect

acti\lty.
to the associations

They see lack of membership

rather than ins a democratic

elements

and management

of the assocm11on. As a consequence

in the organizations:

of the associations

ambition

persons and that the democratic

In memherstup

The response

penetration

from the professionals’

of this pressure

taken by non-elected

government

then, are that the democratic

problem

is often defined

support

and consequently

as a problem
the respond

by the professionals
with the financial
by trying “to drum

up support

from an unmterested

publtc through telephones

and ma\r malllngs”

iH:uthno\\

I

I99

299)
Another changing
associations.

relation

The increased

an organIzatIonal

concerns

structure

where the voluntar)

functionmg

professional

orgamzations

anarchistic

democratically

structured

leadership

will be m charge

association

may suffer

association
devalued

to control

knitwear

Unfortunately,

have

problems

membership

volunteer

for volunteers

of the relation

of the associations

and not the decision-making

the associations.

Most members

organizes

the activity.

association’s
assemblies

to whether

People

activities.

What

of the association.

private companies

simply have an instrumental

is to help

With the increased

should

be mentioned.

Earlier

its interests.
Today,

in a voluntary

All these tendrncles
are becommg

are becoming

or a voluntary

people

them
that
to the

the general

and the competttion

associations

m

In theu

association

and not about

many voluntary

from

many partlctpants

may
m

however,

association

a>hoclatlon

Traditionall)

the members

m the way a social

have become

The Indl~ldual>

from political

or ideologtc4

godI\

loo>ened

v.ho v,lhh to
mottle\

but

ab\oclatlon.
puzh tn the bamr chrrcttvn.

Ah a consequence

role of the kolunru~

grew out of a

L\,lth non-polItIcal

assoctatton$

ab>oclallonb

and practical

less important.

less Important.
They tramed

was an element

the voluntary

do not choose

in the voluntary

and mobilizmg

associations

came from the same commumty

This ~a> true even for asboctattons

rather simply select the most convement

democracy.

does not concern

of an association

from their spaual and social base. They are “catchall”

socialization

association

individualization

the same class and often the association

such as sports associations.

processes

processes

only interested

to the assoCLatlon and neither care about nor partlclpate

and/or social class. The members

group could promote

participate

who are only interested

are probably

company

of

in more

hand stores may have the same view in relation

they care about

relauon

associations

and the democratic

in a voluntary

it is a private

in second

le\s

of the association.

A final tendency

often represented

the members

to several of the activities of the voluntary

the decision-making

community

between

of a sports club, for instance,

and the fact that it is organized

They are indifferent

are considered

tn the Darush Red Cross and no analyses

in the activities

much.

may be

in the Danish Red

by many professionals.

work, but if one looks at the voluntary

general terms it raises the question

sports activity

of the

part of the

activmes

Volunteers

These volunteers

more
elected

pm

The professIona

and the members’

to the price of knItwear)

there are no figures

for doing

A smooth

to a slow.

but the democranc

To return to the Red Cross example:

(compared

relating

The democratically

in state dependence.
leaders

tend5 to create

into IWO ptis.

with

organlsahon.

by the democratic

In the volunt+

and accountabIlIty
1s dlvlded

for needy people tn other countrtes.

useful and too expensive

their motives

and profrh~lonal5

linanclng

association

may

the increase

by the professionals.

Cross produce

member\

of both parts of the association

from

is difficult

volunteers,

emphassls of government

asLoc]auons

the voluntary

to the democrauc

II bhould
m relatron

assoctatlon~
culture

the demo<rstl<

be expected
to democrsrlc

functloned

th&

the

L.IIUZ’I

;15 school\

01

because most of the vo1untz.q

associations were organized in a similar way to the democratic
interest in the internal

processes of the association

,associationc tend to be lost. A corresponding
role of the associations.
relatively

A precondition

independent

society. m’tth decreased memher

these training capacities

of the voluntary

problem can be raised in relation to the mobilizing

for this political role of the associations is that they are

of the state. If not they are not able to be mediating

links between

the

population and the state. lf the associations enter into corporatist arrangements with the state, they
fend IO loose their mobilizing

role. This does not imply that they loose their capacity to take care

of the interests of their members but it means that the democratic

potential

in the voluntary

associations is weakened.

3.2 The social

relations

The traditional understanding of what constituted important social relations was strongly related
to local communities.

Perhaps this is most clearly

demonstrated

defined. In all countries constituencies are geographically
a definition

is that the local community

political behaviour.
other

for the voters’

are

message in such

identities,

interests and

It has long been recognized that the local community plays a smaller role than

types of social

Durkheim

is important

in the way constituencies

defined. The implicit

relations

for people’s

political

understanding

and behaviour.

in his book of the division of labour from 1902 suggested that occupation

be sued as a foundation

In fact

should also

for electing representatives.

There may be many good, practical reasons to stick to the constituency as a geographical

unit,

but recent social studies have repeatedly pointed to the changes in social relations since the early
modem time where farming was the most important
defined constituencies

industry and consequently

were evident. The changes can be summarized

geographically

in three points: The social

relations have changed from being

- close to loose
- permanent to provisional
- thorough to superficial

Earlier social identity and the most important
member

of a local community.

easily he overstated.
thorough

a member

social relations were related to a social position: a

of a social class. The stability of such relations can

yet. compared to the present society these social relations were far closer,

and permanent.

Above

all, the present society is characterized

relations. During a day an Individual will experience

by fluidity

in social

many different t_ypesof social relations often

with different values and norms. Some values tnay apply at \sork. others at the sports association,
other in the family.
below).

During

The different

social values are negotiated

a lifetime the individual

In an early modem society the most important
Today.

many

of us have important

in different

social contexts (cf.

will move to new kinds of jobs. new families etc.

social

social relations were face-to-face

relations

with people

we have never

relations.
met. The

tndtvtdual‘s
varying.

dct?nrrron

of hrs or her bclongrng

relatively

to crrtarn

fixed and stable Image of htmself/hcrsell‘

and local community
changed.

are supported

The indivrdual

have a weak

groups

heconrcs

where class or local cornr~~un~ry play Impondnr rob

In a socrety

by many socral

relates IO imagine

definition

It ts objectrvely

of themselves

defined

insrrtutrons

has rl

tn the sense that clas\

In a mobile

and not real communmes.

because

more frdgrlc And
the rndrvrdual

soctety

thus haa

Often these communrtres

they are not supported

by a generally

accepted

social discourse.
Voluntary

assoctations

union membership
a local sports
fluid society
unrelated

used to play a central role as institutions

that defined belongmg.

was not a choice but a natural thing for workers.

association

was natural

the voluntary

association

to class or community

for all young

persons

Membershrp

in a certatn

community.

do not play such a role. Many associattons

in the sense that membershrp

social groups

that participate.

Sports associattons

an important

role as a way of understanding

mvolves

Trade

of for instance
In today’s

are completely

a detimtion

of whrch

are no longer class based. Instead hfe styles play

the attraction

of different

hnds

of sports to various

parts of the population,
Voluntary

associations

have become optional.

that the role of voluntary
and values

A type of commodrty

that the consumer

ways and no longer growing out of natural social relations.

to in different

associations

must be expected

for people’s

acttvities,

to be less important

relates

These tendencies

including

their polittcal

and not more significant

mean

behaviour

than other types of

social relations.
3.3 The individuals
Several

writers

have pointed

term “high modernity”

to the peculiar

(Giddens

psychological

setup of mdividuals

1991) or similar terms. Individuals

and constantly

need to monitor

styles, partner

types of politics etc. This involves a permanent

part experiences

their own lives The indrviduals

and life plans

where

manoeuvre

in different

perceived

Traditional

structures

of authority

individual

must consider

various

or she can trust. (Giddens
Reflexivity,
structural

out with others
required

as uell

even be necessary
chosen

are no longer regarded

sources of mformatton

constantly

at work and another

the same da\

to consrdrr

how he or she can

is constituted

norms (Taylor,

through
of norms.

and try to understand

reflexton.
Rather the

vvhrch of these he

1992).

15 taken

These debates

for granrrd.
\rtuatron\

of coww
are rarrted

but the indrvrdual
Such adJu\;mrnr

I\
ma!

One ~!pe of behav rour and values ma! he

tn the family. The focus 1s on freedom

The social norms whtch are related to rellexivtty
1993) or procedural

of the indrvidual’s

valtd sources

in a large varrcry of dtfferrnr

time during

hfe

reinterpretatton

tend to hmrr v artatlons.

as wtth one self. Nothtng

several

ties

must make choices regarding

debattn g over all parrs of hie even though

and life style choices

to relate to and choose

needs

Self-tdenttty

1991, Beck 1992, Bauman

then, means

arrangements

the individual

future settings.

under what they

are freed from traditional

are “nrgottatron

1990). Norms do not orrgmate

,urd control

of ones ou n lrfc

norms” (Gundelach

B Rrrs,,

from some type of authorrry

Rather. norms arc what a given group can agree upon. Thts means that norms often are local and
temporal.

Again thts adds to the need for a reflexive

indivtdual

which constantly can adjust his

or her narrattves of his or her life.
Even though writers who talk about reflcxtvity
of late (or high) modernity
reflexivity.

Reflexivtty

tend to consider this a general phenomenon

there can be little doubt that Individuals

and the constitution

of self-identity

differ

in their degree of

may be a characteristic

of present

Western societies but it may also be understood as a variable which is unevenly distributed.
may expect that persons with high emphasis on negotiation
being

in control

of their life may value debating

and discussion

societal matters higher than

others. The other side of the coin is that the tendency to narcissism and self-centredness
also may be a part of the reflexive
In a sum, reflexivity
people’s understanding

individual

political

consumers

3.4. The public

The

not only has an impact on the construction

of social norms but also on

of politics. The appreciation of what is political is broadened from seeing

life including

social relations,

family

and consumption

that enters

(cf. the so-called

- Keat et al. 1994).

sphere

Polificul Action (Barnes

the 1950s

which

may lead to less solidarity with others in society.

the political as something which is related to the formal political system to something
all parts of everyday

One

of norms and who put emphasis on

and Kaase 1979) and countless other studies have shown that since

there has been a strong expansion

in the political

expressions of this is the emergence of so-called unconventional
behaviour which by now is conventional)

repertory.

One of the strongest

types of political

behaviour

(a

and the so-called new social movements (to distinguish

them from the social movements at the beginning of this century). The broadening of the political
repertory has meant that new types of political expressions are open to the citizens. This trend is
described
Less

in many parts of the literature.
well

governments.

described

is the institutional

new

close to their everyday

initiated

institutional arrangements which give people more influence

by various

The government’s

argument

on matters

as a response from the

was that this was an attempt to

more parts of soctety. but keen observers have argued that these arrangements

were attempts to “define in” (Mathiesen
activities

parttcipants

been

life. ln the 1970s this could partly be interpreted

new types of polttical behaviour.

polttical

that have

If we restrict ourselves to the Danish case, it is worth noting that the government

has responded with

democratize

changes

in parts of the decision-making

process in order to make them responsible

in the dectsion-makin, 0 rather than initiating

The Idea of such new instttutional arrangements
stages of the dectsion-making.

also

1973). to include people who might consider provocative

An example

“negative” reactions.

were to focus more on information

in early

is the increased influence in public planning where

the local gov’cmment IS obliged to inform the citizens about mitiatives tn urban planning and give
the public a possibility to react against these plans. In the early stages of this reform it actually
provoked

citizens’ participation

but today this arrangement

seems to be rather ritualistic.

In the 1980s another

type of cltlzen

sewices.

Such user hoards

schools

and kindergartens.

personal,

cumculum.

and increased
become

e.g. resldemial

and among

disseminated

The different

arrangements

and voluntary

associations

individual

personality

is politically

voluntary

association

informal

networks.

mobilization

user Influence
sector

would

are

association

tend

associations

associations

of social changes

both democrallc

of the association.

participation

includes

The

alternative

types

participation

associations.

that democratic

Into

mean that the

Instead

of a formal

other users take place m

socialization

and democrauc

associations.

and democracy
and the reinterpretation

of the tradItiona

thrones

and the indlvlduJlz~!lon

moblllLarlon

can be subdtvided.

agents

where the

like. While these processes

with for instance

to state two alternative
theory

as socialization

make up of the Individual

with new kinds of public
of the voluntary

to their

have increased

and changing

have

in relation

organizations

functioning

other processes

level of education

outside

of their environment
association

and become more business

this means

sociaiizanon

to the

processes

other types of orgamzatlons

into more instrumental

In conclusion,

as well ils poliucal

m relation

learning

thar the voluntary

because

of voluntary

and identification

the neo-Tocquevlllian

intend to esplaln

Democratic

the indlvldual

of the voluntary

in the democratic

combined

we are now in a positlon

resources

understanding

of the associations,

engaged

voluntary

each of these factors

are another

to an mcrea\ed

of the public

and transformations

discussions

Based on the discussion

behavlour:

councils

were reactions

tend to take place in other social arenas than the voluntary

4. Individuals,

position

socialization

functions

have also changed

The increased

reflexive

to strengthen

hves. It indxates

have been transformed

potential

of democratization.

on

associations

uninterested

themselves

limit the democratic

Nelghbourhood

of this IS that democratic

associations

in the democratic

are relatively

associations

with Influence

sector. The Idea 15 that by creating

to democratic

Instead of the traditional

members

body

the associations.

role of the voluntary

the voluntary

of users of puhlli
for Instance puhl~c

bodies can be found in other

well as user boards

are attempts

consequences

supplement

in a change

In a governing
governmental

level the management

to new areas of the individuals’

3.5 Social changes

a more

as

involvement

of puhllc Inblltutlons,

and productive.

the social

and arrangements

members.

councils

of the publ~

to play a smaller role m relation

resulted

pamcipate

Less powerful

at a decentralized

more competent

emrrfed

homes for elderly people

These

efficiency

autonomy

Such institutional
state

The parents

involvement.

stress on institutlonal

\nvol\emenl

m the governance

and the budget.

public insntutlons,
type of cmzen

pamclpate

and democrarlc

Dsmocratlc
mcludmg

“a concern

theory.

covers

values and

Ah etcher
control

of politlzatlon

ior pubhc affairs”

tocquevllllan

These IHO thcorlc\

5oclalization.

moblllzatlon
processes

of democrxx

and “mutual

argued

of collrcti\e

and empowerment.
respect”.

As mentioned the neo-Tocquevillian
unstructured

associations

theory includes network associations, that is relatively

based on networks

that are supporting the participants

attainment. As mentioned this is in contrast with much of the literature.
and empirical

analyses which have been inspired by Tocqueville

formal voluntary

associations.

that the associations

Yet, if one looks at Tocqueville’s

he describes need not be formal

in their goal-

Almost all of the theory

have focused on the role of
original formulation

with fixed boundaries

it is clear

and membership

cards. Rather, several of the associations he describes are loosely structured associations which
are organic
voluntary

parts of the community.
associations

government.

grow

Such common

The important

out of an obligation

thing for Tocqueville’s

argument

is that

to help each other independently

of the

tasks may have been easier to discover in an agrarian society 150

years ago than in a modem urbanized society. Today, barn building is not a common activity, but
there may be other activities

and other networks which are important.

may be less of a geographical
Such network

types of associations are clearly different

but they may play the same democratic

of today

Figure 2. The neo-Tocquevillian

from the formal voluntary

associations

role.

This means that the neo-Tocquevillian

I

The community

unit and rather be related to the job or the use of public services.

model can be presented as follows:

approach
Formal voluntary

Network

associauons

I

I

I

associations

Democratic
mobilimtion

Democralic

,

socidizarlon

The model shows that network associations or formal association have democratic effects, which
ha\,c heen termed democratic mobilization
descrrption of the development
these associations
organizations

and democratic socialization.

of the voluntary

to be lihcrated

It follows from the short

associations that there has been a tendency for

from their membership

with heavy emphasis on the aggregative

base and to become professionalized

activities of the organization

its intcgrativc activities. If this argument is correct one should expect the democratic

and less of
role of the

formal voluntary associations to be smaller than that of the network associations. This is indicated
m the figure by the width of the lines.
In contrast. the individualization

model in Figure 3 argues that the general socialization

Individuals in the present societtcs leads to democratic

I6

of the

values and activities. The argument is that

the democratization

in all parts of society means that individuals

skills through the socialization
The norms of participation

acquire democratrc

institutions such as the family, the kindergarten

values and

and the school.

and democratic concern which are part of this socializatton are created

without reference to voluntary associations.

Figure 3. The individualization approach

Democratic
mobiliwtion

I

1

I
Democratic
socialization

As the two figures
socialization.

show, they are competing

In the following

explanations

of democratic

mobilization

sections we will attempt to test these explanations

and

in a model

which is a combination of the two approaches as shown in Figure 4. The overall hypothesis is that
formal

voluntary

associations

individual values and informal

are less important
networks.

for democratic

values and activities

In the figures the correlations

to be more important are drawn with bold lines.

Figure 4. The combined model

r

\$

socialization:
-cO”cem
for
public affairs
- mutual
respect
J
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than

which are hypothesized

In principle

the testing

is rather simple.

network associattons, parttcrpation
of reflexivity

There are three Independent

in formal

and two dependent variables (each subdivided

and democratic

socialization.

However,

varrables: partrctpatron

voluntary associations and the individual’s

limttations

into two): Democratic

in the available

tn

degree

mobilization

data sets mean that m this

paper it will only be possible to give tentative answers to the problem of the relative importance
of the drfferent explanations.

5. Data
Two sources of data are used in this paper. Both of them have been designed for other purposes
than the ones stated in this paper. This means that the operationahzation

of the variables in some

cases may seem somewhat problematic.
One data set is the European

Values

Survey which was conducted in about 40 countries in

Europe and other parts of the world in 1990. A first wave of the survey was made in 1981 and in
some countries there has been a third wave in 1995. However,
are used, The
modernization

idea behind

the European

theory (Ester, Halman

Values

and de Moor,

Survey

in this paper only the 1990 data

was a rather vaguely

1993) and data were collected

formulated
in relation to

the social institutions: work, religion, family, and politics. These data can be used to evaluate the
individualization
voluntary

hypothesis

association

and they also include

but unfortunately

The other data set is the Danish
conducted
network

Study of Citizenship

in 1990. These data contain
based voluntary

information

do not have information

associations

very specific
and democratic

on membership

on network

(Andersen

information

in formal

associations.

et al., 1993). The survey
on participation

in formal

values, but lack information

was
and

on the social

values of the individuals.
The

problem

information

for our analysis,

to test the combined

data sets to illustrate
accurate way with

the relations

is that neither

in the model,

a single data set. Another

have not been constructed
consequences

then,

to test our model

of these limitations

of the two

data set holds

model. This means that we need to use a combination
but it is not possible

reservation
but originate

to test the model

is as mentioned

in a more

that the presented

from other theoretical

are that our results must be considered

sufficient
of the two

data

perspectives.

The

prehminary.

6. Analysis
The analysis

can be divided

of membership
voluntary

associations

ofthe relatton

between

and activtty.

Because

the

between

relatron

into two parts. In the first part we test the development

and activity

in voluntary

is decreasing.
voluntary

The hypothesis

The second part of the analysis

associations,

of the limitation
network

associatrons.

the mdividual’s

of the data the testing

associations,

formal

I8

intends

reflexivity

in the level

is that the activity

in

to test the models

and democratic

values

is done in two separate parts, first

voluntary

assoctations

and democratic

mobilization

and socialization.

This part of the analysis is carried out wtth data from the Dantsh

study on citizenship. The second part of the analysis is hased on the European Values Survey and
concerns the relation between reflexivity,

voluntary associations and democratic mobilization

and

socialization.

6.1. Trends

in membership

and activity

Even though this paper deals with Denmark
countries. An overview

Table 2. Number

of associations

Denmark

1.2

Iceland

1.9

Norway

1.2

Sweden

I.4

Belgium

it is important

to relate the Danish case to other

is presented in Table 2.

the respondent

belongs

to. 1990. Means.

.9

Netherlands

I.7

West Germany

.8

Eire

.7

France

.4

Italy

.4

Spain

.2

N=17.907
Source:

The European

Values

Study

The table shows high variation
the Netherlands

1990

among the European countries. The Scandinavian

countries and

have high levels of belonging to voluntary associations whereas countries in the

southern part of Europe have low levels of affiliation with the voluntary associations. We will not
go into details in commenting

this table, but it does support the notion of differences

in political

cultures among the European countries. The number of voluntary associations can also he seen
as a positive
Denmark

indicator of the opportunity

can he characterized

structure of the various countries. This indicates that

as a country with a relatively

tions which signifies a high degree of differentiation.
political

system. This

suggests that Denmark

voluntary association membership)

high number of voluntary associa-

political participation

and a relatively

(or other of the countries

are cases where the neo-Tocquevillian

to its strongest test.

I9

open

with high level of

hypothesis can he put

’

The following
Danish

voluntary

sectjon gives more precise Information
associations.

Danish Study of CItIzenship.

of membership

Values

related IO the data from The Values

number

of voluntary

associations

Study. The Citizenship

and is therefore

and acttvity than the more superficial

and that 75%

cannot be

study includes a higher

able IO give more precise information

on

values study.

Data from the Damsh study of citizenship show that almost every Dane above
of at least one organization,

m

Study IO the

This means that the nunlber of. association memberships

directly

membership

on the composttion

In doing so we move from the European

of the population

belongs

181sa member

to more

than one

organization.

Figure 5. Membership

in voluntary

associations

1990

I
3

It was expected
However,

that social changes would lead to a decrease of membership

this hypotheses cannot be verified.

On the contrary, from

in associations.

1979 to 1990 the average

number of memberships includmg membership of political parties increased from 3,0 IO 3,3 per
inhabttant.

The growth of membership

associattons.

Damsh Society for the Confirmation
on polltIc

has taken place in both inlerest based and value baaed

Due to a drastic increase in memberslup

in one environmental

association,

the

of Nature, the largest growth 1s seen m asaociatlons baked

valueh.
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Table

3. Membership

and activity

in voluntary

associations.

1979 compared

to 1990.

Average.

Membership:
(N:

The

amount of memberships

in each type

ofassociation
in proportion

to the total numher of respondent

1X58 in 1979. N: 1711 I” 1990).
Achity:

Actwity

is

defined as having been to a meeting within the association during the last year. The figures

in the table are the resull of a calculation.
in relatmn

Contrary

where the lotal amounl of acavity

to the total amount of membership

to many other countries

m each type of association

has heen put

in each type of ass

trade union membership

increased in Denmark

during the

1980’s. This is also the case in associations connected to housing, including tenants’ associations,
landowners’

associations and neighbourhood

associations, while membership

in political parties

continued to fall in the 80’s.
There may be several reasons why an increase in mobilization
takes place. Generally,
fragmentation
the growing

provision

of welfare

of greater

state services does not lead to a decrease in the numher of
1991). In stead, and as an effect of increased state intervention

areas of life. new associations emerge. Thus, the institutional

the Scandinavian
organizations,

ressources still

is a product

of society and the expansion of the welfare state. Contrary to what is often assumed

voluntary associations (Wuthnow
in different

of collective

it can be assumed that greater organization

countries

seems to advance the development

for instance parents’ organizations.

wellfare state type of

of different

forms of interest

housing associations, organizations for old age

pensioners and handicap organizations.
A second reason is the continous tradition in Denmark
in public decision-making,
way to gain influence

for integrating special interest groups

nationally and locally. Accordingly,

over public policies.
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to join an organization

is an easy

However,
acttve

as Table

membershtps.

activity,

particular

associations

3 also shows,

growmg

On the contrary,
in the interest

connected

based

to housing.

parties, while the environmental

number

of members

a considerably

decline

for example

associations,

Surprisingly,

are not followed

has taken

place

by more

in the level of

m trade

unions

and rn

the level of activity has grown a little in political

organizations

have experienced

the biggest

drop in the level of

acttvity.
One obvious
democratic

explanation

activity.

active members,
Conservation

of the decline

Many associations

they only want support
of Nature

1989). Furthermore,

has openly

1993). Finally,

and financial

admitted

some members

too small. This is for instance

in organizational

do nothing to stimulate

a growing

of membership

for the personal

only a minority

of manual

participate

in the meetings

trade union members

eta1 1993:202).

more passive

participates
although

network

citizens.

in educational

Following

Accordingly,

activities

activity

in organizations

we shall

matter

We will start by looking
in politics.

compared

employment

to influence

The three measures

associational

try to answer
political

to

trend

part of the population
in their leisure

involvement

participation

time,

as well as informal

in the wider community.

two questions:
partipation?

of politization

ejficucy

1) Does

3) What

in different

the frequency

and as a second

b) parttcipation

condttions

are strongly

in associations

associational

are the effects

of

types of associauons
of dimming

of empowerment
measure

in grassroot

polirics

two measures

a purficil,crtion-sccrle

activities,

in the local area, at the workplace

c) contact

to

and in welfare

correlated.

on the one hand and drscussron

in polttics on the other all are influenced
and occupation

obligation

1994).

will be used. As indrcators

in elections,

and partipation

with the workers

is part of a general

and sport activities

for polttical

As an indicator

containing

Smce membership

associations

at the relation between membership

is polilicd

a) participation

on the one hand

on the other. For instance,

to other forms of social interaction?

will be used. One measure

institutions.

formal

for general

with either friends, family or colleques

and d) attempts

membership

are

Bild et. al.

involvement
approach

in this section

participation

in formal

and in cultural

are seen as vehicles

and activity

officials

associations

1993:65,

they won’t feel a normative

has slowed down (Fridberg

and political

membership

and participation

formal

of citizens

But this is not the case. An increasing

the neo-Toqueviliian
associations

for the
(Svold

of the union.

the steady increase

6.2. Organization

to influence

state that they feel affinity

Consequently,

One might think that the decreasing
towards

identities

Society

has no high priority

(Gaul Andersen

gap between

of internal

They don’t want

The Danish

activity

may feel that their possibilities

the case with trade unions

we may experience

(Andersen

is the neglect
activity.

contributions.

that member

and the meaning

movement

activity
member

we have to control

of politics,

political

by age, gender, education,

for these effects

efficacy

public/private

in order to be able to compare

the effects of different types of associations, which all have different

compositions

of educatton,

age etc.

Table

4. Membership

and

activities

in different

types

of associations

and

political

participation.

Discussion

of

politics
lntcrcstbascd

ass.

Ass. based on humanitarian

Ass. based on pohtical

Leisure

values

values

time ass.

Membership

69

Activity

70

Membership

71

Activity

6X

Membership

76

Activity

78

Membership

71

Activity

Members

discuss politics:

Members

take part m p&tics:

local and EU),

Never=O;

2. Grassroot

or civil servants. 4. Attempts
Eflicacy-scale:
like

me

Altitudes

don’t

to influence

welfare

what’s

gomg

partial disagrccment=75.

often=lOO;

demonstrating.
institutions.

the following
on”.

I. Participation

from O-100 encompassing:

(sign peltlion,

of members toward

understand

disagreement=50,

occasionally=50;

A participation-scale
activities

68

I

In

in elections (natIonal,

boycot of goods etc.) 3. Contacting

politicians

the work place and the local area.

opinion:

agreement=O.

“Politics
partial

is usually so complicated
agreement=25.

twthcr

that people

agreement

or

Total disagreemcnt=lOO.

Looking at membership we see only small differences

between the effects of the different

types

of association. It is no surprise that membership in associations based on political values has the
greatest effect, although it is smaller than we would expect. As a whole membership

of different

types of associations is only weakly correlated with participation.
The same is the case with respect to relationship

between crcrivit~ in associations and the

frequency people discuss politics with friends, relatives or colleques.
on political values a significant effect can be observed. Compared
associations

is correlated

between membership
The

weak

with the over-all participation

scale. Naturally,

the strongest effect is

of associations based on political values and political participation.

correlation

between

membership

agreement with findings in the literature. Therefore,
ought to be examined

Only in associations based

to that, activity in all types of

with regard to multiple

and participation

is surprising

and not in

before drawing any conclusions the relation

memberships

(Petersson etaI

1989, Parry et.al.

1992, Andersen eta]. 1993). Thus the following hypotheses can be stated: The more organizations
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a person joins the more will this person be stimulated to participate in the political life of society.
Before testing this hypotheses two points shall me made.

1.Although it seems generally reasonable to regard organization as an independent variable and
participation as a dependent variable, we cannot exclude the possibility that the relation also goes
in the opposite direction (Parry et.al. 1992:98, Andersen et.al. 1993: 191-192): Political
participation may stimulate individuals to join more associations.
In this context we will define cumulative membership as membership of nil, one, two, three
or all four types of associations mentioned abowe.
2. The relation between the number of memberships

and political participation ought to be

controlled for variables which influence both organization

and participation.

Besides the

individual back ground variables, the level of political intererest has a considerable effect on both
organization and participation. Accordingly the relation is therefore also controlled for “interest
in politics”.
The result appears in Table 5. Furthermore, in this table the amount of memberships

in

voluntary associations is compared with other forms of social participation, e.g. participation in
neigbourhood network, participation at the work place, parents participation in day nurseries and
parents participation in schools. These variables represent social interaction in different network
associations.
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Table

5. The

relation

between

social

interaction

and political

participation.

Gamma-

koeflicients.

Discussmg

pohucs

un-ctr.
Membership
Actwity

in associatmns

Pnrticipatlon

ctr.

partlclpatlon

0.30

O,l7

0.27

0.16

O,l7

0,lO

0.13

0.26

0.19

in day

0.16

0.36

0,28

in

0.18

0.38

0.26

0.18

m informal

0.6

0.1 I

Eoicacy

CIT.

““-clr.

0.09

0.23

in associations

neighourhood

Overall

network

Participation

at the work-

(109

place
Parents

involvement

1
I

0.19

““~S~~l~S
Parents

mvolvement

0.18

I

school

Cumulative

mrmhership

values. associations

is an index containing

based on political

interests

values including

hased associations,

associauons

hased on humanltarnn

poht~cal parties and letsure tune associations.

A scale from

o-4.
Parriripation

in informal

neighourhood

network

is an index based on four items: a) borrowing

other, b) help to look after each others children
communal

activities

Parriciparion
Parents

involvemenr

Participation

in day nurseries

in meetmgs, discussing
Where

involvement

from each

index measuring various activities,

in nurseries

help arrange joint activities

for example panicipating
and beeing a school-class

and schools are related to the participation-scale

we have excluded

day nurseries and schools in order not to gwe parents in day nurseries

an “advantage”.

in which

included.
“interest

Two

wtth other parer&

at respectively

First of all we see that the partial
models,

things

d) having certain

in meetings at the workplace.

and schools:

chddcare fascillities

attempts to influence conditions
or schools

c) help to look after each ones hoox.

in the neighourhood.

ar the workplace:

representative.

or family,

Moreover,
in politics”

with

is the single

variables

Concerning
membership
in informal

participation

neigbourhood

are reduced

education,

of parents

most important

of politics.

rn politics
activity
network

considerably

age etc. and “political

involvement

in regression
interest”

are

in day nurseries

and school,

is found between

the different

factor.

that no effects or rather small effects

and discussion

in associations,

coefficients

variables,

the exception

Thus, it can be concluded
independent

correlation

the background

The same is the case with regard to “efficacy”.

all the effects
in associations,

are rather small,
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are statistical
workplace
while

significant
participation

the effects

but the effects

of

and participation

of parents involvement

in

day nurseries and schools are considerably higher. Thus, we find indicators of “social capital” in
different social area5 and apparently formal associations are not the strongest one.’
Finally,

the very strong effects of political

empowerment
informal.

may be rather independent

This pomt is illustrated

associations

Interest seem to indicate

of associational

that politizatlon

membership,

formal

in the figure below wrth regard IO formal

and

as well

as

membership

of

and political participation.

Figure 6. Political

participation,

political

interest and number

of memberships

Jo:::_:.:::
I r

The figure shows that it is more important
organizational
participation

membership.6

This

in politics is becoming

to be interested in politics than to have a multlple

conclusion

may lead to the interesting

still more detached from organizational

hypotheses

that

membership

and

activity. This is a tendency which is also reflected in the emergence of new patterns of participation, where concrete issues and time and place combined with either general motivation (“interest
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in politics”in

general)

a still greater

role.

Some

evidence

relationship

or a specific

motivation

for this hypotheses

organizational

in the particular

in the fact, that there exist a stronger
and political

involvement

with

involvement

involvement

and individuals

are smaller for the groups of people from

with

between

low organizational

18to 29 years than for the group of people

from 55 to 69 years. These findings

suggest

agents is decreasing.

of three factors

may be at play:

in the level of education

and information.

that the importance

of associations

as mobilizing

-

A considerable

-

Organzations

-

New links between the private sphere and the public sphere of society and new forms of social
interaction
in public

increase

for the elderly

part. On almost every variable the differences

individuals

A combination

issue plays

in associations

than for the younger

high

interest)

can be found

between membership/activity

part of the population

(a personal

are not important

and network

associations

connecting

of peoples

identities

any more.

these spheres, in particular

user involvement

services.

6.3. Organization

and democratic

Democratic

socialization

associations

and democracy.

concern

for the shaping

socialization.

is the second

for public affairs”

element

This element

of the thesis

will be examined

of the relationship

along two parameters:

between
“A sense of

and “mutual acceptance”.

The virtue of being concerned

with public affairs can be traced back to the city state of Athen,

where Pericles in his famous funeral speech stated: “Here in Athens we do not say that a man who
takes no interest in politics is a man who minds his own business;

we say that he has no business

here at all” (cit. f. Held 1987: 17).
Although
important

in more moderate

component

the republican
A “public

democratic

concern”

tradition

“a sense of concern
political

culture

to which de Toqueville

has also been stressed

drawn up so it is made consistent
concern

versions

of the democratic

for public

in democratic

pluralism

(Mouffe

for public affairs” plays a minor role in liberal democratic

liberal writings
However,

democratic

positions,

1992). In contrast
positions

including

in

1990).

carefully
“a sense of
the modem

of John Rawls (1993).
although

affairs” as a normative
reproduction

is seen as an
for instance

can be said to belong (Oldfield

in present discursive

with modem

affairs”

writings,

liberal positions

have tended to neglect

ideal, it has to some extent been recognized

of democratic

what is going on in politics

systems.

“a sense of concern
as a necessary

If people are totally uninterested

a democratic

system of government
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cannot

for public

element

in the

or totally uninformed
work.

of

the second

In contrast,

of a democratrc

political

liberal democratrc
The

thesis

presuppositron
this way:

of associations

1970, Barber

of assoctations

concern
Table

theorres,

that a socialization

and

relation

democratic
Briefly

component

in the modern

the norms

of democracy.
a democratic

develops

socialization

the argument

and develop

democracy

implies

Consequently,
culture

a

can be stated rn
actrve

at a national

or

“from below” - one can say almost

of participatory

with this approach

theories

of democracy

it is only by active membershrps

effect can emerge.

between

toward

as an important
and particular

1993).

1961). This is also the argument

for public affairs”

koeffcients.

practizes

1984). In accordance

hand attitudes

6. The

rs regarded

of democracy”.

will help sustain

Table 6 shows the relation
the other

acceptance,

association

as “schools

level. In this approach

as a “way of life” (Koch
(Pateman

between

associations

in associations

even at a global

mutual

in all major democratic

theory of John Rawls (Rawls
of a relation

Democratic

membership

varrable,
culture

on the one hand five forms of social interaction

democratic

and partly degrees
between

social

virtues,

partly

of “mutual
interaction

indicating

degrees

and on

of “a sense of

acceptance”.
and

democratic

virtues.

Gamma-

As shown in table 6, those who are active themselves
to say that this kind of acitivity
in associations

does not correlate

social interaction.

In general,

are both positive

and statiscally

On that basis
interaction

other parameters,

Conclusively,

governed

with democratic

small correlations,

that there is a relation

virtues. However,

and mutual

associations

the relation

associations

and presumeably

although

the effects

between

various

in most cases

and formal voluntary

not the most important

do not seem to play a strong

by efficiency

forms

of social

Consequently

associations

there

are only two

ones, behind the democratic

acceptance.

of efficiency,

They seek legitimacy

activity

virtues than other forms of

is not very strong.

There are good reasons for that. As professional,

by objectives

are more prone than others

significant.

that network

virtues of public concern

socialization.

we observe

in associations

citizen virtue. Apart from this correlation,

more significantly

we can conclude

and democratic

are reasons to assume
among

is an important

role in the proces
top-down

they have lost their functions
measures

more than genuine

of democratic

lead organizations

as “schools
democratic

and

in democracy”.
participation

and

dialogue.

7. Reflexivity,
This section
Values

voluntary
attempts

Study.

relatively

assocaitions

to analyse

As mentioned

few variables

is different

socialization

and reflexivity.

set of data: the European

data on network

and participation.

The operationalization

associations

whether

associations

the respondent

feels that he/she belongs

are put in more general

terms.
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and

The data set, however,
of movement

membership

from the Danish study. In the Danish study is asked in detail about membership.

EVS data concern
mentioned

model with a different

this data set does not contain

on democratic

holds data on individualization

and democracy

the combined

to an association

The

and the

Figure 7. Voluntary

associations,

reflexivity

and democracy

Source. EVS 1990
Note: Entries are partial gamma coefticlents

Figure 7 shows the result of a so-called
in principle
computers
shows

equivalent

with

mean that control

the analysed

variables

variables

held constant.

included

(sex, occupation,

graphic

the traditional
techniques

modelling

contained

problems

some variables

the variables

In an earlier phase of the analysis

feeling

idea,

method

is

but the use of

(Kreiner

1995). The figure

mdrcate

relations

several socio-economic

all other

variables

were

on the data should be mentioned.

One

age, education)‘,

is to find adequate

operationalization

of reflexivtty.

which might have been used for thus analysis.

one should obey work instructions
individual’s

elaborations

are much more efficient

and the lines between

Before going into details with the testing a few comments
of the main

of the data. This statistrcal

sociological

of controlover

or engage

into a discusston

her-/his life did not correlate

The EVS-study

A question

on whether

about them and a question
wrth other variables

on the

in the data.

In the end a question

on whether one in discussions

most saying question.
is (what

This indicates

is not surprising)

reflexivity

a multidimensional

are the more important

The

data

on democratic

rationalizations

socialization

elections

in Denmark

These

limitations

political

quite

difficult

activity is somewhat

activity

be born

in mind

the figure gives interesting

possible to validate a scale which includes
must differentiate

between

belonging

in considering
and surprising

ope-

to some

all voluntary

between

between belonging

composition

of the political

between

belonging

parties

with

these

The analysis shows that one

associations

and a political

party
party.

where all other variables

result is no doubt that the members

parties make up a special group in the population:

correlation

Even

to a trade union and a political

to at least one voluntary

in

to use.

party and all other voluntary

that this is a result of an analysis

The background

Participation

the figure.

associations.

belonging

The only indicator

results. First of all it has not been

for this important

membership

in

men and

measures

very difficult

are held constant.

negative

adequate

on whether

battery).

Once again it should be remembered

political

to find

problematic.
Action

to a trade union, a political

There are no correlations

and no correlation

(the Political

is about 80 pet. and this makes the variable
should

however,

associations.

also

in case of scarce jobs. This question

of political

unconventional

limitations,

elements

and behaviour.

for others, but one might have wished for better indicators.

Even the operationalization
is so-called

and that the semi-political

attitudes
were

others was found to be the

but perhaps also that reflexivity

data set. In the end we used a question

women should have equal job opportunity
degree respect

factor

for political

of in the existing

tries to convince

the poor operationalizations

of

mostly men above the age of 50.’ The

can also account

to a political

party

for the fact that there is a

and

unconventional

political

behaviour.
If we for a moment
termed

the combined

between belonging

disregard
model.

the political

parties, the analysis

The Tocquevillian

to a voluntary

association

experience
protest

of voluntary

that their interests

activities

Belonging
democratic

functions

to try to influence
to a voluntary

associations

factors

which

clearly

Instead

these factors

related to debating

political

in the correlations

activity and the feeling

these two variables
Individual

seem rather close

who belong

to associations

association,
association.

however,

does not correlate

are related

with the integrative

There seems to be no relations

interest or the participation

be part of the democratic
to the individual’s

is not dependent

will organize

the authorities.

and political

should

However,

associations.

what earlier has been

are better taken care of and often the association

element in a voluntary

to a voluntary

supports
is confirmed

and unconventional

of being able to act if an unjust law wzs passed.
to the aggregative

assumption

upon membership

effects

reflexivity.

in political

between belonging
discussions

of the voluntary

The part of democracy

of a voluntary

association

- two

associations.
which is

but lo individual

factors.

This might have heen tested hy computing

the model for different

thw stage of the rexarch
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age groups hut this has not heen possible al

In contrast

to the political

any impact on democrattc
in social

debates

individualizatron
respect

have

a feeling

tendency

and acceptance

membership

mobilization

socialization.

of what

in modem

association

job opportunities
composition

is negative.

In conclusion

Tocqueville

of political

political

that

effect, but it is a telling
party and democratic

between

political

again a fact that may be explained

must be considered

earlier

- support

in this paper.

party

and

with the age

interest.

participation

it seems as if individual

factors can account for political
discussions.

which

to voluntary

It is related

and to a broader

preliminary

individualized

were

identified

associations

to a feeling

understanding

because

some of the objections

In the present

do not seem to play the roles

participates

in political

The

of mutual

parties have lower respect for equal

of some variables

were raised

associations

to show higher political

unconventional

solidarity.
feehng

there is a tendency

of a political
relation

and others more than 100 years ago. Belonging

to individual

Instead

socialization

membership

the analysis

operationalization

thesis which

reflexive

do not have

who are active

parties.

these data - even though

the voluntary

termed

groups.

that the indirect

Members

of political

problematic

to Tocqueville’s

have

factors

that persons

does not result in increased

than the rest of the population

of members

of somewhat

society

between

It is even more notable
soctalization

the individual

does have democratic

result that there is no direct relation

democratic

we earlier

societies

of the rights of disadvantaged

of a voluntary

socialization.

part of democracy

This model does not indicate

by

do not lead

of political

power

of citizenship.

and

However,

interest and whether or not the individual

8. Conclusion
Common

sense and much of social

associations

and democacy.

point of departure
classic position.
to voluntary

Dean’s (1995) classification
Dean distinguishes

associations

individuals

are linked

Tocquevilles

science

into reflexive

that the democratic
mobilization

as citizens

democrattc

socialization

However,

solidarity

effects

(including

formal

rather

over

associattons

associations

his argument

associations.

changing

conventional

This

conventional

and political

and a sense of concern

are by no means

The democratic

associations.

in society mean that democratic
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effects

which is linked

solidarity

values penetrate

can be

democratic

participation)

and

for public affairs).

Tocqueville

Second,

the
that

This means

forms:

the only creators

of network

where
means

associations.

take two different

As a

Tocquevilles

classification

in voluntary

ressources

voluntary

communities

to much of the later literature

as similar to the effects of the formal
social relations

The (limtted)

participation

between

such an understanding.

on political

members.

mutual respect

First, in contrast

constdered

than

collective

values and participation.
to formal

correlation

was used to reinterprete

based

as follows:
through

(including

voluntary

of solidarity

solidarity

of voluntary

control

a strong
to challenge

between two types of solidarity:

and relfexive

theory can be restated

transformed

suggest

This paper has intended

of democratic
did not limit

associations

must be

it can be argued that the

all parts of society: the

family, educational
individuals

institutions,

The arguments
associations

Our research

is supported

decreasing.

of the late modem

lead to two set of hypotheses:

decrease.

assumptions

formal

work etc. This corresponds

which are characterstic

has shown

associations

and

reflexive

and mobilization

which have been constructed
the variables
However,

individuals

our analysis

This indicates

in
our

in voluntary

as

independent

for our specific purpose.

associations

that the Tocquevillian

variables

be somewhat

between
between

huge

democratic

types of socialization.

associations

at all.

hypothesis

must be modified.

organizations

values

theories

on democractic

with

values have penetrated

The consequence

democratic

all

problematic.

mobilization

This, of course, should not

have

creating

democratic

political

associations

In contrast

is
and

voluntary

since the thesis was first stated more than 150 years ago. Today,

influence.

and

network

Thus none of the two data sets contain
may sometimes

be surprising

become

associatons

between

on the other. This model is tested with two data sets neither of

shows that there are only weak relations

of voluntary

of memberships

activity

values and in some cases we found no relations

and membership

reflexive

not the case. However,

goes into detail with the relation

in the model and the operationalization

and democratic

First, that the number
that this was

by the fact that membership

The second set of hypotheses

sociclaization

to a new type of so-called

societies.

very

limited

associations

values which take the character
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for member

other parts of society due to different

of this is that we should

than the voluntary

many voluntary

possibilities

study other mechanisms

and that we should

of the present

develop

society into account.

of
new
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